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The study of y-rays following heavy-ion induced reactions has provided
most of our information regarding nuclear properties at very high
angular momentum.

The limits set a high angular momentum to the

observation of they-rays and an alternative possibility for extending
our knowledge to still higher angular momenta are considered in this
review.

A short discussion is given of the limits set by the entrance

channel and to the existence of an equilibrated nucleus by the Rotating
Liquid Drop Model. Competition between the particle,fission and y-ray decay
modes is described in the framework of the statistical model of the
nucleus.

Attention is drawn to some cf the uncertainties in such

analyses and, in particular, to our lack of knowledge of the average
squared matrix elements for statistical y-decay.

The necessity to

include the important effect of the collective E2 transitions in bands
roughly parallel to the yrast line is stressed;
been done.

this has not normally

The limits imposed by a-decay in competition with y-emission

and by higher chance fission are considered.

The effect of shell

structure and shape changes on decay probabilities and on the recently
proposed possibility of observing a-decay from super-deformed nuclei
is discussed.

It is pointed out that the many open questions can only

be solved by very complete and systematic measurements, which hardly
exist to date.
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1.

Introduction

In recent years there has been great interest in nuclear properties at
very high angular momentum.

The heavy-ion (HI),xny reaction and to a

lesser extent the (HI,xn,ypy)reactions, have so far offered the most
powerful experimental technique for their study.

Measurements on the

resolved discrete y-rays from the decay of yrast or near-yrast states
has led to considerable understanding of states with angular momenta
up to a little over 20/ft and in a few special cases as high as 37 -Ä.
To investigate nuclei at still higher angular momenta one can study
the so called "continuum y-rays", which cannot be resolved by present
techniques because so many pathways are involved.

Such studies commenced

in the mid 1970s and have given information on nuclear properties up to
about 70 Jl.

Data are still very sparse because the experiments and

their interpretation are both considerably more difficult and laborious
than for discrete line measurements.

Here I shall consider the factors

which determine the upper limits of the angular momenta for which
continuum >-ray studies can be usefully employed and how one may gain
information beyond these limits. Although definitive answers cannot
at present be given to many of these matters, there is much interesting
physics to learn from their study.
A possible upper angular momentum limit to the "existence" of a
nucleus

is that at which the fission barrier E

f

vanishes.

For

angular momenta in excess of this the nuclear lifetime is of the order
21

of 10" sec or less.

These limiting values £.., estimated

from the rotating liquid drop model (RLDM) [1]

for typical compound

nuclei which can be reached through ^ A r incuced reactions, are shown
in fig.l.

In thn region between the curves marked I. and «... the

deformation is expected to increase dramatically, producing so called
super-deformed nuclei, which would be of great interest to study.
One should appreciate that shell effects may sometimes cause significant
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deviations (> 10 h)

from the RLDM predictions, as shown for example

by Faber et al. [2].

Also the liquid drop fission barriers may be

somewhat too high for

A < 200 due to neglect of the finite range of

the nuclear force and of surface diffuseness [3],

In order to achieve

the limiting angular momentum for a particular compound system, it is
necessary to use a suitable target projectile combination, each of
which will have a limiting orbital angular momentum i

f

into a compound nucleus.

for fusion

In terms of the classical friction model [4-8],

(see Fig.2) this arises because an incoming trajectory, shown by the
thick line, has to end inside a pocket of the real potential (thin
lines) if fusion is to occur.

This may require both a lo~s of kinetic

energy AE and of orbital angular momentum (Jt.-fc,>H. The former causes
heating of the two nuclei and the latter, arising from tangential
friction, involves the transfer of angular momentum to the two compon
ents.

Since the centrifugal barrier becomes less with increasing

projectile mass, the maximum angular momentum for which the potential
has a pocket increases and hence «,~ increases.

(This does not apply

for very heavy target/projectile systems because of increasing Coulomb
energy.)

For bombarding energies E

> 7 MeV/amu there appears to be

a change of reaction mechanism possibly involving projectile breakup
with consequent incomplete fusion and pre-equilibrium emission [9];
deep inelastic collisions may also begin to take place. It is therefore
possible that the increase incomplete fusion cross section a^p, resulting
from the orbital angular momentum reduction due to friction, may not
occur above this energy.

Estimates for 8,,. from the Bass model [4],

assuming a limit of 7 MeV/amu for fusion through the friction mode,
are shown in Fig.l.

It is appaient that projectiles with A j 28 are

required to reach the limit l^..

Projectiles in the region of 28 s A s 50

are in any case most convenient for high angular momenta HI,xny studies
because for the same angular momentum, they produce lower excitation
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energies than lighter particles.
Although the condition E_ = 0 may set a liait to how high in
angular momentum we may study an equilibrated nucleus, this liait is
well above that for practical study of the resultant continuua
•y-rays. The reason is that, long before this limit is reached,
either fission or a-decay, which rénoves considerable angular momentum
from the system, has become the dominant mode of decay.

The dot-

dashed line in Fig.l shows an estimate for the fission upper limit.
From this it appears that it will not be easy to study super-deformed
nuclei through -y-ray measurements. The region with A < 110 seems
most favourable for its study.

The possibility of its observation in

this way may therefore depend on the occurrence of favourable shell
effects.
Some of the factors relevant to two competing processes in a
Hl.xny reaction at low angular momentum are illustrated in Fig.3,
which shows a level diagram for an a,2ny reaction with rare earth
nuclei.

The compound nucleus A,Z formed at an excitation energy of

25 MeV can decay by neutron emission to the nucleus A-1,Z, by
a-emission to A-4,Z-2, etc. and also by fission.

The decay of a

highly excited nucleus is thought to be governed primarily by
statistical phase space considerations.

Hence roughly, the relative

probability for neutron and a-emission is given by the ratio of the
maximum level densities in the two residual nuclei, for which the
transmission coefficients for particle decay are about unity.

In

the case illustrated, the maximum excitation energy reached in neutron
decay for this condition is about ten MeV higher than that for «-decay,
in spite of the fact that in the ground state the o-particle is
unbound by 2 MeV whilst the neutron has a binding energy B of 8 MeV.
This arises because the a-particle has to surmount a large Coulomb
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barrier. The large difference in excitation energy causes a corres
ponding large difference in level density, hence a-enission is only
a few percent of neutron emission in this case. A similar result
pertains to proton emission, for which B = B . One should however
bear in mind that this result, though common, is not general. Heavy
ion reactions produce neutron-deficient nuclei and, as they become
•ore neutron deficient, B increases whilst B and B decrease.
n
Pa
Eventually the probabilities for charged particle emission and for
neutron emission become equal. Round about this point the HI,xny
reaction becomes difficult to study because this competition occurs
at each step in the reaction. Thus for x = 4 the cross section would
1

be reduced by -x. 2 * = 16. For nuclei with A < 80, the Coulomb barriers
are lower and the binding energies change much more rapidly than for
heavier nuclei as one moves away from ß-stability.
particle decay is frequently the dominant mode.

Hence charged

For clarity, I shall

mainly confine the discussion to the more commonly studied Hl.xny
reaction, though most of what is said will apply also to reactions in
which charged particles are emitted.
Returning now to the neutron decay sequence in Fig.3 we see that,
after emission of two neutrons, most of the states formed in the
nucleus A-2,Z have excitation energies below B for this nucleus,
hence they must decay by y-emission.

Some y-decay in competition

with neutron emission also occurs as the energy rises above B but
this soon becomes small as the neutron width r increases rapidly
above threshold, becoming much greater than r . The region where
significant competition can occur depends mainly on the value of the
2

average square matrix-element |M | for y-decay.

For low angular momen

tum this can be estimated from slow-neutron capture y-ray data. At
high angi'lar momentum the upper boundary of the region of predominant
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Y-decay, usually known as the y-cascaUe region, is less precise
because the excitation energy is high and neutron decay is in
principle possible throughout the region (see Fig.4).

The boundary

of this region is usually defined as that corresponding to the
probability P

for y-decay, as compared with that for decay by any

process, being 0.5;

the lower boundary is of course the yrast line.

Since neutrons can carry off very little angular momentum, the upper
boundary is usually thought to be fairly .harp and to remain at about
one neutron binding energy above the yrast line, unless a-decay lowers
it.
At high angular momentum the situation becomes more favourable
for a-emission.

The reason is that the centrifugal barrier is lower

for a-particles, by virtue of their greater mass, than for nucléons;
they can therefore carry off angular momentum more readily.

The

level density dependence on excitation energy F. is usually taken to
be the same for angular momentum .Hi as for zero angular momentum,
except that the zero of excitation energy is approximately that of
the yrast line for Jh.

Hence, lines of constant level density are

roughly at constant energy above ihe yrast line.

The arrows in Fig.4

relate to neutron decay (nearly vertical) and a-decay (sloping)
leading to regions with the same level density in the residual nuclei;
for simplicity we have taken the same yrast line for both though this
is not a very good approximation for a-decay from lighter (A < 100)
nuclei.

It can be seen that there is a considerable energy gain for

the a-particles.

When this gain becomes greater than the previously

mentioned energy disadvantage, «-decay may dominate over neutron emission.
If we approximate the yrast line as a rotational energy corresponding
to the spherical rigid body moment of inertia J • (sph), then the
energy gain for a particle emitted with orbital angular momentum VU
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froa a state with Jh is

AE(J.L)

=

3 4 A ' ^ [2Ji-t(i-l)J MeV

(1)

The inset to Fig.4 shows values for AE(J,10), plotted against mass
nuaber A.

It is apparent that strong a-coapetition with neutron

decay at high angular aomentua is aore likely to be observed in lighter
nuclei with A < 120 than in heavier nuclei.
So far we have considered emission of a-particles only in competition
with neutrons.

However, at high angular aoaentua, when the slope of the

yrast line becoaes steep and AE(J,L) sufficiently large, a-decay aay
bccoae doainant in what would otherwise be the Y-cascade region near to
the yrast line.

This is because a-decay has now only to coapete against

Y-decay, for which I* is relatively small;

the a-energies can be well

below that of the Couloab barrier with correspondingly low values for
the transaission coefficients T, and large values of 1.

Thus a-decay

of this type can result in a termination of the y-cascade region at
high angular aoaentua.

This effect was called "a-pinch off" in the

classical papers of Grover and Gilat [10], which described the effects
resulting from the statistical particle and y-decay following HI
induced reactions.

If a-decay sets the high angular momentum limit

to observation of y-rays from these reactions,then a-pinch off rather
than a-decay at higher excitation energy normally determines this
limit.

A typical termination of the y-cascade region by a-pinch off

is shown ir Fig.4 (see also Fig.14).
Another high angular momentum limit to the observation of y-rays
may be set by fission.

The fission saddle point has a higher deform

ation, and hence higher moment of inertia, th»n the nuclear ground
state.

Therefore the fission barrier Er(J), corresponding to the

difference in energy between the rotating saddle point and ground
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state, falls with increasing J, as illustrated in Fig.5. The
variation of E~(J) can be estimated froa the RLDM model [1].
Roughly speaking, when E,(J) becomes equal to B , the probabilities
for decay by neutron --»ission and by fission are comparable.

Since

fission aay compete at each step of the neutron cascade, this con
dition sets an approximate practical upper limit to the angular
momentum for which -y-rays may be observed.

Rough estimates [il] for

the upper angular momentum limits set by fission and a-pinch off for
representative HI,xnv reactions are shown in Fig.6 (see also Fig.l).
They suggest that fission sets the limit for A 2 120 and a-pinch off
for A s 120. These matters are now considered in more detail.

2.

Statistical model calculations
Theoretical study of compound nucleus decay is usually made with

the aid of the statistical model of nuclear reactions.

In such calcul

ations it is assumed that a compound system is formed and that successive
emission of particles and y-rays carries away the excitation energy and
angular momentum.

Further it is assumed that emission is independent

of the mode of formation of the compound system or of preceding
emissions apart from conservation of energy, angular momentum and
parity.

The population distribution as a function of J for the initial

compound system (A,Z) formed at excitation energy E

Q

is estimated from

a model, or betteT, from experimental measurements of o ^ , whilst the
partial widths for particle, fission and -r-decay are evaluated from the
well known expressions of the statistical model.

If, for example, we

are following the progress of a HI,xny reaction, the population
distribution in the (E,J) plane of the nucleus (A-l.Z) can then be
obtained.

The same procedure is then repeated until, in principle,

the ground state of the final nucleus of interest is reached.

Clearly

such a calculation is very complex and requires a large computer.
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Calculations are usually carried out using a grid, typical grid
spacing* being 1 MeV in E and one unit in J as for example in
GR0GI2 [12], or by the Monte Carlo Method.

Most calculations do not

take account of parity.
The partial width for particle decay from a state with energy E
and spin J can be written as
i

r (E,J)
p

= [D(E,J)/2*]

I l

(21*1)T

t

f

,

(2)

final states

where D is the average level spacing, 241/0 the nuclear recurrence
time [13] and T

t

the transmission coefficient for the outgoing

particle with orbital angular aoaentim I.

It is usual to nplace

the sua over the levels of the residual nucleus by an integral over
a theoretical level density expression p (E',J') for the residual
R

nucleus. The transmission coefficients are soaetiaes derived froa
optical aodel calculations and soaetiaes siaplifying assumptions,
such as s-wave emission, are made.

Making crude assumptions about

the T^ we obtain for neutron emission [14],

r

n

=

(D/2ir)(4MR2/h2

)

e

p (E-B -e)de,
R

n

(3)

where c is the kinetic energy of the outgoing neutron, M is the mass
of the neutron and R the nuclear radius.

Here and in future 1 have

omitted explicit reference to J.
A slightly different result is obtained for decay by fission because
neutron emission is three dimensional, whereas the nucleus is generally
supposed to be committed to fission once it passes the saddle point,
long before separation into two fragments occurs (see Fig.7).

Thus

fission is usually taken to be a one dimensional process though there
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i s no c o n c l u s i v e evidence for i t [ 1 4 ] .

The p a r t i a l f i s s i o n width

therefore becomes
,E-B
E-B
r

=

f

t

(D/2ir)

p (E-E -K)dK
s

(4)

f

where K is the kinetic energy of the fission degree of freertor:. at the
saddle.

The integral is taken over the level density at the saddle

point and the transmission coefficient is taken as 1 for Ü >, 0 and
zero for K < 0.
To evaluate the partial Y-ray width for statistical decay one has
to take into account that the electromagnetic transition operator is
a one body operator.

Thus most of the lower energy states at E may
f

be connected to higher states at E.. However the reverse is not the
case and only a small proportion of those with the much higher density
at E. differ from the lower states in the coordinates of one particle
only.

Including this, one obtains, for multipolarity

r (i-f)
y

=

2

D ^(Ej-E^ **

0

p(E )
f

\,

,

(5)

where n designates whether the transition is electric or magnetic.
The quantity C depends on the average squared matrix element

|M(A,IT)|

2

between states allowed by the transition selection rules and by the
one body nature of the operator.

In most calculations to date, a has

been taken equal to unity following Blatt and Weisskopf [13]. However
recently Liot'.s and Sorensen [IS], in an improved calculation regarding
the one body nature of the operator, have shown that it is more
accurate to take a » 2. It should also be noted that if one puts
|M(A,w)| * II M w ^ , * ) , where HJ- is the Weisskopf single particle
2

2

estimate (W.u.) and II. a hindrance factor, then II. may also depend on
Alf

(E.-E-).

Ali

Thus one might suppose that in the case of dipole radiation,
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for example, H

would increase as E.-E approached the energy
f

of the giant dipole resonance.
of

|M(A,TT)|

2

At the present time our only knowledge

is for dipole transitions in the region of the neutron

threshold from slow-neutron capture experiments.
be measured for nuclei near the ß-stability line.

Even these can only
Generally it is

thought that the cascade of statistical y-rays consists mostly of
dipole transitions.

In the y-cascade region it is frequently not

sufficient to take account only of the statistical y-rays because in de
formed nuclei strongly enhanced E2 trans itions (300+100 W.u.) | 1(>] occur
through collective bands roughly parallel to the yrast line.

Such

competition between statistical and collective transitions has only
recently been included in calculations [11,15,17].
As can be seen from eqs.3-5, values obtained for the partial
widths depend strongly on what is assumed for p(E,J).

Various

prescriptions for these are used but at high energies above the >rast
line they are frequently of the form

p(E,J)

where U s E-E

=

2

N(2J+l)lf exp[2(aU)^]

,

(6)

at high angular momenta (for low angular momenta a

pairing correction must also be applied) and N is a normalization
constant.

The quantity a is proportional to the single particle level

density g in the region of the Fermi surface and N proportional to
3

2

(f?/J - r [ 1 8 ] . The value of a is in the region of A/8 McV" '. Nearer to
the yrast line there is even more uncertainty as to the appropriate
expression to be used.

The effect of collective levels, which increases

P, should be included [19],
There are a number of other uncertainties connected with statistical
model calculations of which I mention a few.

It has been suggested [20]

that the commonly used expressions for the partial widths may not be
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strictly correct.

At excitation energies and angular momenta higher

than would be of interest for Hl.xny reactions there is possible
evidence for the breakdown of the model [21,22].

It is also possible

that fission may not be a strictly one dimensional process [14],
Most calculations use the sharp cutoff model for the angular momentum
dependence of the complete tus ion cross section, which is not ccrrcct,
but it is not yet clear what dependence should be used.

Further it

has been suggested [23] that the probability for thermal barrier
penetration of a classically trapped trajectory (Fig.2) may be
important.

It is argued this may give rise to pseudo compound-nucleus-

fission events, in which no equilibrated compound system is actually
formed.

If therefore these events are interpreted as arising from

compound nucleus decay, both the complete fusion and fission cross
sections will be overestimated requiring the use of artificially low
fission barriers in statistical model calculations.

2.1

Competition between neutron and fission decay
Having briefly outlined present theoretical treatments and

pointed out a few of the uncertainties involved, I go on to consider
some more detailed aspects in a qualitative way.

To do this it is

convenient to use the simpler, constant temperature (T), form for
the level density.

p(K)

=

const. exp(F;/T)

(7)

I n i t i a l l y the smoothly varying properties of the RLDM are assumed.
From eqs.3 and 4 one can deduce [14] that
f /r
f

n

*

[O.SK /TA^l exp[(B -E j/T]
o

n

f

(8)
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where K

„ „„
„
„
= 1 0 MeV and T „is approximately
proportional
to E¥2".
rr

/

r

It

r

ôllows from eq.8 that:

(i)

If E- » B

then TJT

is small and increases rapidly with

increasing E for a given J.
(ii)

If E,. << B then TJT
decreases with increasing E for a
f
n
f n
ö

given J.
(iii) Since E~ decreases with increasing J, TJT

increases rapidly

with J for a given E.
These simple conclusions are fairly well born out by calculations
with more realistic level densities, where the main parameters of the
calculations are E- and a /a .
f

(a„ and a

S' V

S

are the level density
V

'

parameters at the saddle and for the nucleus following neutron emission.)
An example, from the calculations of Hagelund and Jensen [24], is shown
in Fig.8;

here the quantity P.. is approximately r /(r +F ) . It is
f

noteworthy, that for J = 40, P

f

f

is almost independent of excitation

energy and has the value of about 0.08.

This would be expected from

eq.8, when E~ = B , a value ^f 0.07 being obtained when we take a
typical value of 2 MeV for T at high excitation energy.
The fact that this region of roughly constant r /r
f

T./T

occurs when

is still rather small may have the important consequence that

fission in the last stage of the reaction may in some cases set the
upper angular momentum limit to the y-cascade region.

This is because

(a) neutrons carry off little angular momentum, so there is little
change to the nuclear angular momentum distribution after each
neutron emission and because subsequent nuclei usually have:
(b) higher values of B

because they are increasingly neutron
2

deficient; (c) increasing values of the fissility parameter Z /A and
therefore decreasing values of E-;

(d) decreasing moments of inertia
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which make E- drop more quickly with increasing J (this is probably
a smaller effect than the others);
increasing r /r
f

if E

f

(e) decreasing values of T, thus

= B . All of these considerations suggest

that in a certain region of angular momentum where E-. = B ,

T /r
f

may increase after each neutron emission, suggesting that fission in
the final nucleus, possibly even in competition with y-decay, may
set the limit to the y-cascade band.

It should be noted that these

considerations probably do not apply when a-emission is the signifi
cant decay mode since for a-emission (a), (b) and (c) do not apply.
That (B -E-)

increases with increasing neutron deficiency, due to

(b) and (c), is illustrated in Fig.9.

This shows J values for E.. = B ,

calculated from the RLDM for different nuclei.

An experimental

illustration is given in Fig.10 which shows the fission cross sections (o
for a range of Pb compound systems induced by ions of 28,30si [25].
The conclusion above has strong experimental support from measure
ments of fission lifetimes with the blocking technique [26,27];

these

measurements in fact stimulated the theoretical investigations [24,27].
Natural tungsten was bombarded with beams of

1 2

C,

1 6

0 and

1 9

F and the

results analysed in terms of two components with lifetimes T > and
< 10"

16

sec.

It was found that the percentage of the long lived com

ponent, which must arise from fission occurring at relatively low
energies above the yrast line, rose from small values, for bombarding
energies near to the Coulomb barrier, to a maximum around 22% and then
declined at still higher bombarding energies. This behaviour is
illustrated in Fig.11.

It can be understood qualitatively;

at low

bombarding energies the angular momentum is low and multiple chance
fission negligible, near the maximum the first chance Ff/r
small but T-/r

is still

increases or remains roughly constant after each

neutron emission, whilst at higher energies the angular momentum is

f
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so high that first chance fission accounts for most of the decay
probability.

The calculations [22,25] reproduce the experimental

data reasonably well and calculated population distributions
weighted by the fission probabilities are shown in Fig.12.
shown are contours corresponding to lifetimes of 1 0 "

17

Also

and 1 0 "

1 6

sec.

It would be interesting to see whether such calculations, here carried
out for a different purpose, indicate that a practical upper limit
to the observation of continuum y-rays at high angular momenta is set
by this phenomenon.

Study of it is in any event of considerable

interest since it may throw light on the problem of fission barriers
at high angular momenta and differring temperatures.

2.2

Competition with y-decay
The matrix elements for y-decay are of crucial importance in

determining both the width of the y-cascade band in terms of energy
above the yrast line and its termination at high angular momentum by
a-decay or possibly by fission.

Those likely to be of greatest

importance are the El statistical and the E2 collective matrix
elements.

However, most calculations have only included the former.

An early calculation of Gilat et al.[28], illustrated in Fig.13,
shows the effect on the y-cascade band of varying the magnitude of
2

|M(E1)| to which the parameter ç

7

t

is proportional, Çj = 1 0 " being

the value determined at the neutron threshold for nearby nuclei.

No

collective transitions or fission decay were included in this calcul
ation.

Some authors have assumed the possibility that the transition

probability for a given excitation energy above the yrast line may be
proportional to 2J+1 on the basis of a single particle model estimate
2

2

for |M(E1)| by Sperber [29], Sometimes a (2J+1) dependence has been
assumed, on the basis of a misprint in Sperber's paper.

Such a
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dependence would have a great effect and, for example, the result
7

for Ç,(J) = 10- (2J+1) is very similar to that for ç
Fig.14.

5

= 1 0 " in

x

However this interpretation of Sperber's matrix element is
2

erroneous, arising from a different definition of |M| to that used
in the computer codes [30].
The present situation regarding the magnitude of |M(El)p and
its variation with J and excitation energy is very uncertain.

A

recent measurement by Cabot et al. [31] appears to require a tenfold
2

increase in |M(E1)| over the "slow neutron value" to explain the
93

63

magnitude of the N b ( C u , l n )

155

Y b cross section but the effect of

collective E2 transitions was not included.

The necessity to include

them for many nuclei is illustrated in Fig.14. This shows estimates
of the lifetimes of the statistical transitions deduced from slow
neutron data, and a line where these
of the collective transitions.

lifetimes are equal to those

For J > 50 the y-ray lifetime in

most or all of the y-ray cascade region depends on the collective
and not on the statistical transitions.

This is because the collect

ive lifetime is approximately proportional to (4J-2)

and has been

taken to be independent of energy above the yrast line.

Presumably

at high nuclear temperature the collective motion will be destroyed
but at present it is not entirely clear how high in energy above the
yrast line it will persist.

The competition between statistical and

collective transitions has an effect on the relative feeding intens
ities of the ground state band [15,17].

Therefore, calculations,

including this competition, based on experimental feeding intensities
and lifetimes of the E2 yrast cascade may possibly help to throw
2

light on the value of |M(E1)| .

2.3

Shell and ether effects
One might expect shell effects to have a significant influence on
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particle, fission and y-decay.

Major changes of particle levels near

the Fermi surface with consequent changes of g occur as the nuclear
rotational frequency u increases [32]. Furthermore changes in nuclear
shape symmetries may occur causing level density changes due to
altered possibilities for collective motion [19]. Such changes in
p(E,J) may differ in the different final nuclei and may have a signifi
cant effect on relative decay probabilities.

For example consider the

case where a change occurs, involving collective levels above Jh to
non-collective levels, and hence decreased level density, below JÄ.
Here I* for the yrast region would be reduced for angular momenta up
to = (J+Ä)n* in the initial nucleus, as compared with what it would have
been if collectivity had continued below JK;

lii is the mean angular

momentum carried by the a-particle, which is approximately in the
range of 10-15 4f for decay in the yrast region.

Since the y-rays

carry off relatively little angular momentum, r

would not be affected

in the same way, so that r /r

would be reduced, possibly resulting

in an increase in the angular momentum when 'h-pinch o f f occurs.
Furthermore the related changes in the energies of the minima
and saddle points of the nuclear potential surfaces may cause changes
in the effective particle separation energies and fission barriers.
That changes of shape with consequent changes in collectivity, even
for modest J = 30, do take place is strongly suggested by continuum
Y-ray measurements [33]; they seem most likely to occur in spherical
or weakly deformed nuclei.

Calculations of nuclear potential surfaces

as functions of angular momentum have been carried out using the
Strutinsky procedure [2,32,34,35].

One of the major difficulties of

such calculations is to adequately parametrize the nuclear shape [2].
Further, the calculations usually refer to zero temperature and it is
not entirely clear how the results are modified at realistic tempera
tures, though a recent attempt has been made to consider this [35].
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An interesting calculation to estimate the instability, in the yrast
region,of nuclei with high angular momentum to decay by neutron or
proton emission has been made by Dossing et al.[36].

The instability

is associated with the occupation of certain high spin orbitals.

It

would be interesting to extend the calculations to the more difficult
case of a-emission, which seems more likelv to set the limit to the
termination of the y-cascade band than nucléon emission [11].
In the case of

19l|

H g calculated shell effects in t

f

amounted to

about I MoV, a signifii-aiit chaiigf [2]. For the same nucleus calculated
effective particle separation energies [35] are shown in Fig.15.

These

calculations, made in an attempt to explain results from the commendably
complete measurements of Miller et al.[37], suggest that shell effects
may significantly modify the effective separation energies and hence
the relative emission probabilities.

In this instance the change in

behaviour of the separation energies is related to a change in shape
from nearly spherical to well deformed nuclei (3 = 0.4) for J j 30.
When such a shape change occurs, it is also necessary to take
into account the change in transmission coefficients for charged
particle decay.
with y-decay
the T

For example, in the case of a-decay in competition

resulting in the termination of the y-cascade band,

are very small and would increase markedly with increasing

deformation, thus possibly terminating the band at lower J.

Blann

and collaborators have discussed this general question and pointed
out [38-40] the dramatic effects which may occur for the superdeformed nuclei predicted by the RLDM[1].

Here, the increase in

a-emission probability may be so large as to "shield" the nucleus
almost completely from fission and produce evaporation residues well
beyond the point where E

f

= B

for the compound system.

The data of

Britt et al. [41 J, shown in Fig.16, may give some support for this
conclusion.

This shows the maximum angular momenta I

for evaporation
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residues, derived with the sharp cutoff approximation from measured
values of o , and from Y-ray multiplicities.
E R

in the region of overlap (E

The two methods agree

<120 MeV) but the I

6X

from the o_
IRcLX

appear to slowly increase above the RLDM "limit" of * 6 5 * , for E
up to

%

alone

D

fcK
f

= B ,

80 ft. On the other hand the bombarding energies corresponding

to the highest values of E

are about " MeV/amu and it is possible

that pre-equilibrium decay or some other process, such as massive
transfer, may be causing the apparent increase in £

. I n the absence

nicix

of special shell effects, the super deformed region probably starts at
angular momenta higher than those where one might easily observe
continuum Y-rays.

However, study of the ot-particles emitted at very

high angular momentum presents an exciting opportunity to extend know
ledge of nuclear properties at high angular momentum beyond the region
accessible to continuum y-ray studies.

Because the enhancement of r

is greater when the yrast line is steeper [39,40] and from the estimates
of Fig.l, it would appear that nuclei with A < 100 would be most
favourable for observation of this effect.
3.

Conclusion
So far I have mainly confined myself to an outline of the

theoretical background to this subject, with only peripheral reference
to experimental data.

The main reason for this is that systematic

data is almost non existent at present and that much of the data which
has been analysed is not complete or is uncertain in some respects.
For most of the questions referred to in this paper, only very detailed
systematic measurements, including y-multiplicities and spectra, cross
sections for complete fusion, evaporation residue (°J;R)
etc.

a n i 1

fission

as functions of angular momentum and excitation energy can give

the necessary constraints on the theoretical calculations to clarify
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them with any degree of certainty.

Reasonably reliable techniques

for measurement of some of these quantities, such as multiplicities
and complete fusion cross sections have only recently been developed.
The difficulties which presently exist in the experimental and
theoretical interpretation of data may be illustrated in the deter
mination of E , ii terms of the RLDM.

It has been common to parametrize

E~(J) = BJ; m nuCJ) and to determine the parameters B
f

(assumed independent of J
model fits to the data.

f

and a /a

which may be incorrect) from statistical
Experimentally there may be difficulties in

determining Of and the cross section for an equilibrated compound
system, which is usually deduced from the sum of o_„ and o~.
Op

R

However

may be overestimated if pre-equilibrium emission or massive

transfer occurs, whilst there may be difficulties in separating the
fission component from deep-inelastic events or from events of the
type described in ref. [21]. Recent statistical model calculations
have given values for B,. varying from ^ 0.5 - 0.65 [42-44] to 'v 0.8
[44-46].

The lower values are rather surprising but it is still not

entirely clea • whether they arise from experimental uncertainties or
deficiencies, or represent real effects.

These questions have recently

been discussed by Plasil and collaborators [46-47].
There are many open questions in the areas discussed here.
2

Examples are the values and J dependence of |M(E,A)| for statistical
decay, the existence of the super deformed nuclei and the effects of
deformation on r , the magnitudes of E , at high angular momenta and
the effect of shell structure on all of these quantities.

There is

much detailed work to be done but we can surely expect answers to
some of these questions in the not too distant future.
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Figure Captions
Fig. 1. Angular

momenta as functions of mass number A.

These are

calculated from the RLDM [1] for representative nuclei formed
in ^ A r induced reactions for (a) fission i n s t a b i l i t y ,
(b) change from oblate to t r i a x i a l shape (solid lines «... end
£ respectively) and (c) equality of neutron binding energy
and fission barrier height (dot-dashed l i n e ) .

The thin dashed

lines are estimates for the maximum angular momenta for
producing equilibrated compound systems with various p r o j e c t i l e s .

Fig. 2. Classical trajectory (thick line) of an incoming p r o j e c t i l e
with orbital angular momentum Jt.ft trapped in the potential
pocket corresponding to angular momentum HJ\ after loss of
kinetic energy AE and orbital angular momentum (£.-Jl,.)fl. The
p o t e n t i a l s are shown by the thin l i n e s .

Fig. 3. I l l u s t r a t i o n of neutron and a-decay of a compound nucleus A,Z
formed at an excitation energy of 25 MeV. The Coulomb b a r r i e r
for u-emission is denoted by E „ , the B's are the appropriate
Lb

binding energies, and the B denote the maximum excitation energies.
Fig. 4. Diagram showing (a) the Y-cascade region between the yrast l i n e
(lower line) and the line P = 0.5,

(b) the decay energies

for neutron emission, with I = 2, and a-emission,i'ith I = 10, from
a s t a t e with J = 50 to regions with the same level density (the
vertical lines correspond to B„ and B ), (c) the energy gain
a

AE(J,£) (see text) for t h i s case and, in the inset, for three
values of J as a function of A.
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5. Fission barrier as a function of J, calculated from the RLDM.

6. Estimates of maximum angular momenta for the y-cascade band [11]
set by ^-emission (solid lines) and fission (dashed line). Alphaenussicn was taken to be in competition with collective
rotational transitions, D being the level density near to the
yrast line.

The points are experimental measurements.

7. Schematic diagram of nuclear potential energy as a function of
deformation.

Nuclear shapes at the saddle and scission points

are indicated.

8. Calculated probabilities for decay by fission of

1 9 6

P b for

various angular momenta as functions of excitation energy [24].

9. Limiting angular momenta, deduced from the RLDM

for the

condition E~ = B , for various isotopes as a function of A.

10. Preliminary data for the total fission cross sections for
l9>»-2 00p induced by 28, 3 0
b

s i

i o n s

j 5].
2

11 The percentage of a long-lived component in the fission
induced by

1 2

C,

1 6

0 and

1 9

F on W as a function of bombarding

energy [27]. Results were obtained from two component fits
to blocking dips at forward and backward angles.
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Fig.12

Calculated contours of population d i s t r i b u t i o n s , weighted
with fission probability, in excitation energy and spin for
1 5

fission induced by 97 MeV 0 on

182

W [27].

The curves

centred at different excitation energies correspond to
successive nuclei resulting from the

1 ,8

Pb compound system,

formed at 62 MeV, after emission of one to five neutrons.
17

16

The dashed lines are for constant lifetimes of 10" and 1 0 " s
for

19<

*Pb.

The dot-dashed curve is the yrast l i n e .

The top

curve shows the fission probability as a function of spin,
weighted by the t r i a n g u l a r entrance angular momentum d i s t r i b u 
tion.

-1

1

Values are in units of lO *-«" and the numbers on the
1

1

1

contours are in u n i t s of lO" *^" MeV" .

The inset a t the top

shows the calculated percentage fission yield as a function
of lifetime x.

The t o t a l yield is 100% but only the components

ie

with T > 1 0 " s are shown.

Fig.13. Calculated boundaries (P

= 0.5) of the yrast cascade band

for various values of the parameter £, the "slow neutron
7

capture value" i s 1 0 " [28].

Fig.14. Estimated lifetimes (light dashed lines) for s t a t i s t i c a l El
2

Y-rays (neutron capture normalization - 1.5.10" Weisskopf
units) are shown as functions of excitation energy and J . The
heavy dashed line indicates where the lifetimes for s t a t i s t i c a l
decay and for collective F.2 t r a n s i t i o n s (150 W.u.) are equal.
Note that the collective t r a n s i t i o n s may be more [16] or less
2

enhanced than assumed here and that |M(E1)| is probably not
known to within at least a factor of ten.

Thus the position

of the heavy dashed line might vary, either up or down from
that shown here.

The solid lines show the yrast line and a line

one neutron binding energy above i t , indicating roughly the upper
limit of the y-cascade band.
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Fi».15. Separation energies for protons, neutrons and a-particles
19

as a function of the total angular momentum of **Hg
for
80 in»
different angular momenta of emitted particles [35].

Fig.16. Plot of I

as a function of the excitation energy of the

compound nucleus for evaporation residues formed by **°Ar
bombardments of

1 0 9

6 5

Ag,

1 2 1

122

12

S b and » " * S n , and by

7 0

bombardments of C u and ,

7 l ,

8 l |

8 6

. Kr

7 6

, G e [41]. Data are from

Y-ray multiplicity measurements and measurements of the
yields and A,Z of evaporation residues. The angular momentum
1 6 2

for which E [RLDM] = B for
f

E r is indicated.
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